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Business Counseling

Business Formation

Business Structure and Taxation Strategy

Structure & Capital Formation

Taxation

Business Succession Planning

Contracts, Relationship Agreements & Processes

Corporate Governance

Exit Strategies

Financial Problems, including Bankruptcy and Workouts

Franchising

Mergers, Acquisitions, and Joint Ventures

Raising Capital

Regulatory Compliance

Business law can be described as the corporate and contractual framework within which organizations

operate. The ultimate aim of business law is to secure this legal framework, keeping it up-to-date and

making sure it meets the needs of organizations and their owners, creditors, consumers, and public.

Danna McKitrick's  offer thorough counsel and project follow-through at competitivelegal advisors

rates.

From the occasional advice and document review that businesses need, to on-going advice where we

become "outsourced general counsel," we meet the legal needs of scores of companies and

not-for-profit organizations every day.

We help you resolve today's problems and avoid
tomorrow's.

New perspectives allow you to consider tax issues choosing the best business structure

(sole-proprietorship, partnership, corporation, limited liability company, etc.), protecting your

company's interests-personnel, assets, intellectual property, etc.-and meeting regulatory,

administrative and licensing requirements, to name just a few.

Our business transactional attorneys collaborate with our litigators who share their practical

experiences about disputes, arguments, and court precedence that add to our ability to provide

outstanding preventative advice. This effective team approach is a key element that inspires our

clients' repeat business.

https://www.dannamckitrick.com/


Succession Planning

Contracts, Relationship Agreements & Processes

Raising Capital

Corporate Governance

Regulatory Compliance

Mergers & Acquisitions

Danna McKitrick's legal perspective matched with unparalleled business perspective enhances your

business. We help businesses plan wisely and make decisions consistent with the goals of the

business and its owners.
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